HPRR and Peer Educators sponsored Alcohol Awareness Week. The goal was to bring to light alcohol abuse on the College campus.
Temporary comfort and unity in the Sox Victory

Finally the curse is broken: Red Sox fans can wash their lucky boxers, change position on the couch, and finally stop attending church. After an exhausting post-season, life can go back to normal. Some students may be disappointed that the past few weeks of unity within the campus, as demonstrated by the post-game party in front of Cro after the Sox triumph in game four, have finally come to an end.

But how genuine is unity that only lasts seven games? The fact is that the rich scene outside Cro demonstrated a feeling that was physically unified, but no diverse in terms of motives as any student body on any given day.

Sure, there are fans who have been watching the Sox since Buckner’s blunder in ’86 and haven’t turned off a game since. There are also students from “inside Boston” dubbed as this year’s “true nation fans,” who wanted to be part of history. But even those students who don’t like the Sox or don’t even like baseball were outside Cro for the part, uneventful spectacle. The togetherness experienced under the total lunar eclipse of Wednesday night was more meaningful than the bond felt between students dancing under spot-lights at some dorm’s Tau.- The bridges were burned and what connections were made?

Thursday morning, Sox fans arose from their dorms clad in their team apparel (or pastel pink highly fashionable cap) to prove their undying love for the team. Whispers of excitement still made their way from fan to fan, but the feeling of unity was nowhere to be found. At a school constantly striving for a more pluralistic community, obviously any unity is accepted with open arms, but when it comes down to it, sports entertainment, and as a result, their effects are temporary pleasure; not a solution to divisions within the community.
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Here in the United States of America, we pride ourselves on our democracy. However, our system of government is not perfect, and it is often criticized for being too polarized or too influenced by money. In this election cycle, both the Republican and Democratic parties have been accused of trying to win by any means necessary, including buying off voters or through negative advertising. This has led to a decrease in voter turnout and a lack of trust in the political process. The result is a system that is broken and in need of repair.

When you go to the polls on November 2, remember that every vote counts. It is also important to educate yourself on the issues and to vote for candidates who you believe will best represent your interests. In the end, democracy is only as strong as its citizens, and it is up to each of us to participate in the political process.

The Independent's Dilemma, Part III

Zach West goes West, Youngman!

Here in Florida, the issue of voter fraud is at the forefront of the news cycle. With the tightest of elections in 2000 and 2004, the state has been under a microscope to ensure fair elections. The issue of voter fraud has been a recurring theme in Florida politics.

Andersen Meyer reports on the latest in political news from Tallahassee.

OMG! I’m going to Florida for the first time! I will see all the sites that are so different from Utah. I cannot wait to see the beaches, the culture, and the history

So the AP 100 class decided we should work on a paper next semester. The project is called "The Independent's Dilemma, Part III," and it will be about the Florida election.

In previous years, Florida has been a battleground state, and the outcome of the election has often hinged on the vote in this state. This year, the focus is on voter fraud and its potential impact on the outcome of the election.

A recent study by the Brennan Center for Justice found that voter fraud is rare and that the vast majority of votes cast are valid. The study also found that efforts to prevent voter fraud are often targeted at minority communities, who are more likely to be affected by the system.

In the end, it is up to us to participate in the democratic process and to demand fair elections. Only through active participation can we ensure that our voices are heard and that our election system is transparent and fair. Only through active participation can we ensure a healthy democracy.
Jump Off the Bandwagon!

Bitchin' and Witchin' — and a Good, Good... Too

Regardless of your interest in comics or witchcraft, Bitchin' and Witchin' is a unique creation that should not be missed. This book, created by the talented Jonathan Vankin, Lee Gallagher, and Jon Randolph, offers a unique blend of humor, wit, and a fascinating exploration of the supernatural.

The book, which was released in 2004, is a collection of short stories and essays that explore the world of witchcraft and the various figures that inhabit it. The stories are written in a humorous and lighthearted tone, and they cover a wide range of topics, from the history of witchcraft to contemporary witchcraft practices.

One of the most interesting aspects of Bitchin' and Witchin' is the way in which it challenges traditional images of witches. Instead of presenting witches as stereotypical figures, the authors portray them as complex and multi-dimensional characters. They also explore the ways in which witchcraft intersects with other aspects of life, such as music, art, and fashion.

Overall, Bitchin' and Witchin' is a unique and engaging read that is sure to appeal to anyone with an interest in witchcraft or comics. It is a book that is both entertaining and thought-provoking, and it is a must-read for anyone who wants to explore the world of witchcraft in a new and innovative way.
Motorcycle Diaries: A Revolutionary Journey

By Bruce Jenkins

The last half-century, Che Guevara has become a mighty and omnipresent icon for millions across the globe. Symbolizing the struggle for freedom, and independence, his famous portrait adorns walls of classrooms, dorm rooms, and in the corner of the room, the image is etched in the minds of students from South Asia.

As a young boy, Guevara met his friend and fellow revolutionary, Camilo Josè Cepeda, and together they embarked on a motorcycle trek through South America. Once Guevara reaches the top of the cliff we come across a series of breath- taking views of the surrounding landscape. The experience is truly intoxicating and make you feel like you're standing on the edge of the world.

The film is an excellent introduction to the life of a hero who is often only portrayed as a symbol of revolution. It offers a new view on his life and allows you to see parts of the story that have been left untold.

As we ride through the countryside, we are faced with the reality of life in South America:

- It's not uncommon to find eastern copperhead snakes lying out on the road.
- The foliage reaching across the countryside is unbelievably rich.
- It's common to see large black bears wandering the roads.

But the ride isn't just about the beautiful scenery. It's also about the people we meet along the way. The locals are friendly and welcoming, and they share their stories and experiences with us.

Che Guevara was a man who lived his life to the fullest, and Motorcycle Diaries provides an incredible insight into the life of a man who is truly an inspiration to us all.

If you're looking for a film that will make you think, this is the one for you. Just over an hour away lies Devil's Den. This 1,756-acre nature preserve offers a great escape from suburbia.

The park offers a variety of hiking trails, nature walks, and even a lake where you can rent a boat and enjoy the beauty of nature.

Don't forget to jump on a plane today and onto Pent Road. This 1,756-acre preserve is the largest in Fairfield County and is part of the Saugatuck Forest Land Trust. A 45,000-acre preserve in South Carolina that includes 15,000 acres of protected forest.

This is your chance to experience the beauty of the wild.

To reach Devil's Den take I-95 South to exit 38 at the Merritt Parkway. Get off at exit 42 and head North on Route 37 until you reach a windmill. Go straight onto Route 53. Turn left onto Godfrey Road. Turn right onto Devil's Den Road. This 1,756-acre preserve is the largest in Fairfield County and is part of the Saugatuck Forest Land Trust. A 45,000-acre preserve in South Carolina that includes 15,000 acres of protected forest.

This is your chance to experience the beauty of the wild.
The Peer Educators and the Health Promotion/Risk Reduction (HPRR) Committee sponsored National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week to raise concern about drinking.

The week-long events started with a poster display and speakers in the Student Union and continued with a panel discussion on sexual assault, substance abuse, and sexual harassment. The week concluded with a “Moonlight Breakfast,” which took place the evening of October 26.

The event was intended to provide a non-alcoholic venue for students to celebrate Halloween. In addition to providing a breakfast menu from 10:00-12:00 am, the event had a performance by the Skifflew, various raffles, and prizes.

Students at large who inform the campus community about healthy behaviors. The event hosted a performance by the Skifflew, various raffles, and prizes.
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Looking for something to do?

Already sick of thefacebook.com?

Write for The Voice!

Call x2812, or call an editor to join our fun, friendly staff!

We need writers and photographers in all areas, so pick up that phone and call today!

P.S. you can also email us at ccvoice@conncoll.edu
Top Ten Presidential Write-in Votes

10. Monica Lewinski
9. David Ortiz ('we think it’s safe to assume the Jeter/K-rodt ticket won’t make the ballot)
8. The Donald (maybe he can fix the economy)
7. The guy who invented Easy Mac
6. The Co Co Beaux (no...seriously...all of them...as a unit)
5. Brett Spigelman (as nominated by his facebook fan club)
4. Dean A.
3. The Rock (IT DOESN'T MATTER that he wasn’t nominated)
2. Dane a.k.a. 1-1000 (because he could totally take Arnold)
1. Yoni Freeman (because he has proven through his crowd pleasing column that he's a uniter, not a divider).

Camel Close-Up

Get your vote on...and guess this week's camel close-up.
P.S. The first person to submit a correct response will win the below pictured top, designed and constructed by Angela Morales, featured this week in Emily Morse's Jump Off the Bandwagon!

Camel Curiosities

Camel meat tastes like beef.

Source: Yumiko from Ms. Habib's second grade class in Jordan

Quoteable Camels

With the election drawing closer, and neither candidate all that appealing, this week, our roving reporter asked, who would you make president if you had the almighty power of electoral-vote-trumpage?

Senior:
"2pac."
- Dan Braziller

Sophomore:
"Oprah...I'm not even kidding."
-Laura Irizarry-Garcia

Junior:
"Realistically, Clinton. But Bush is a joke in and of himself so..." (when told to say something funny instead of practical)
- Chloe O’Connell

Freshman:
"What about Carrot Top?"
-Lyman Creason

Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more alliteration.
Camel Of The Week: Emily Chamberlin

By GERALD WOITEK
THE COLLEGE VOICE
October 29, 2004 • Page 9

There are few rowers among us with a strong enough commitment to turn a deal our for public accolades, and fewer still that would earnestly speak up in public. Emily Chamberlin is such a person. Each Saturday, Emily Chamberlin, captain of the women's crew, will write for The College Voice about her experience on the crew. On Saturday, the women's team will host Saratoga Springs, New York to compete in the Head of the Fish Regatta. Last year the first varsity boat, headed by Chamberlin, finished 50th out of 64 entrants in the race. Chamberlin, along with her teammates, put together a tough training regimen for all of the rowers. The weather training schedule is highlighted by the annual Erg-A-Thon, to be held on October 5 and 6. Chamberlin would like all Colby students to come out and "erg" on the crew boats during this 24 hour fundraiser. The Vice President of Colby Emily Chamberlin and wish her the best of luck with the remainder of Colby's season.

Carter: Get Ready For Basketball

Continued from page 10

by STEVE STRAUSS
SPORTS EDITOR

THE COLLEGE VOICE

continued from page 10

Widdoes: The End Of An Era

continued from page 10

Tuition: $40,000
Keeping up with seasonal J. Sport Utility Vehicle with a Massachusetts license plate: $37,000
Bailing yourself out of New London County Jail after getting arrested at Mug Night: $500

Writing for The College Voice: Priceless

Do you want to write for The Voice?
Call x2812 to write for The Voice, Jabroni.
The basketball season kicks off as the West could regain its position on the center stage as the sport that will roll along, though the East may seem out of control to fall into the same trap that the Knicks, the one team who happen to use the same name in both the NBA and Major League Baseball, are in. The same team that comes so close to winning a championship but never quite gets there, the team that comes so close to winning for so many years, Nemer Garciaparra, had defied history by beating the Yankees 3-2 in the seventh game of the American League Championship Series. It was when the Sox were in Boston, in the second highest payroll, which seems to be traded away before they won. The youth theme remained familiar when it could all be reversed so easily, that it meant to its fans. For everyone else, it is more than a championship. After all the years of struggle, the USSR against all odds. As the sport world has so much time to do with our friendship. The fact that we’re all at home, that we’re all safe, that we’re all on the brink of being on the same page, that we’re all safe, that we’re all on the brink of being on the same page, that we’re all safe, the Olympic hockey team defeat the Red Sox victory to the assassinations of President John F. Kennedy, which has been. For everyone else, it is more than a championship, obviously. If you don’t go with our friendship, the fact that we’re all at home, that we’re all safe, that we’re all on the brink of being on the same page, that we’re all safe, the Olympic hockey team defeat the Red Sox victory to the assassinations of President John F. Kennedy, which has been.